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Massage Chair (SHE-06)
Basic Function:
1. Our massage chairs have 4 Sets of Auto Programmes.
two of them are Strong, one is medium, the last one is
soft and gentle.The Soft programme is suitable for
women and elder. Or you can select different massage
programme in day or night.
2. Auto Body Scan function. when you start the Auto
massage programme, the chair will scan you first.then it will
make a suitable massage moving range.This is very useful,
because the chair can scan your shoulder position then it
can make a perfect massage programme for you.
3. The Leg can lift, and the back can recline, the Max is 175
degree.The chair can reliance to very low position, like a bed.
4. Seat Vibrating function.
5. 5 sorts of massage motions, Kneading, Knocking, Flapping,
Shiatsu, and combine Kneading and Knocking.
6. Our Massage chair can massage very low waist area,
some other brands can not reach very low position.
7. 22 air bags inside of the Seat and Leg, besides Arm Air bags.
recline, the max degree is 170°.

Optional function:
8. With C Shape Arm Massage. Standard function has already
include Arm Massager function.
9. With extendable footrest function.
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Massage Chair (SHE-03)
Basic Function:
1. Our massage chairs have 4 Sets of Auto Programmes.
two of them are Strong, one is medium, the last one is soft
and gentle.The Soft programme is suiable for women and
elder. Or you can select different massage programme in
day or night.
2. Auto Body Scan function. when you start the Auto massage
programme, the chair will scan your body first. then it will
make a suitable massage moving range.This is very useful,
because the chair can scan your shoulder position then it
can make a perfect massage programme for you.
3. The Leg can lift Separately, and the back can recline, the
Max is 175 degree.The chair can relince to very low
position, like a bed.
4. Seat Vibrating function.
5. 5 sorts of massage motions, Kneading, Knocking, Flapping,
Shiatsu, and synchronous Kneading & Knocking function.
6. There are 3 kinds of Manual programmes, whole back, half
back and point massage. You can make the massage
rollers massage on the fixed point on your back.
7. In the Manual programme, the massage rollers width,
speed can be adjusted.
8. Our Massage chair can massage very low waist area,
some other brands can not reach very low position.
9. 28 airbags inside, Lergest air bags pressure, Seat Airbags
pressure.
10. with Tea table.
11. with Arm airbags massage.
12. with extendable footrest function.

Optional Functions:

Arm air pressure massage

Spring footrest

Back & Seat Heating Therapy :
from room temperature to 50°C
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Massage Chair (SHE-808)
Basic Function:
1.
2.
3.
4.

4 Sets of Auto massage programmes.
3 Sets of Manual massage programmes.
LED remote control.
4 rollers massage in your back. can do knock,
knead, flap, and Shiatsu, Vibrating.
5. 22 airbags inside of the Seat and Leg. Air bags
pressure massage.
6. you can adjust the width, Speed of the
massage motion in the Manual programme.
7. Zero-Gravity function, when you press the
button, the chair can enter into Zero-Gravity position.
8. Spring Leg extension function. the leg can
extend 10~12CM, this function is very suitable
for tall people.
9. Seat Vibrating function. -32EWQ1. Arm Massager.
10.Seat Heating function, Back Heating function.
11.Control at your fingertips.
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Massage Chair (RK-7803)
Basic Function:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3D back massage;
Rollers in feet;
Zero-gravity position;
Full arm air pressure, dotted fabric in the arm area;
Shoulder air bags can be moved up/down within
15-30 degrees for user's of different body height;
6. Heat in waist parts
7. Music funtion
8. Plastic backrest covers with mesh fabric.
9. Separate head massager (optional);
10.Removable power box for easy checking and
maintenance.
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Coin Massage chair(RK2106T)
Basic Functions
1. Patented Four-roller massage machine in the backrest;
2. There are 6 air bags in seat and 24 air bags in legrest,
which can affect very comfortable air pressure massage
function;
3. The upper armrest upper cover can be opened and closed
freely;
4. Wooden upper armrest.
5. Air pressure massage on seat, lergest and armrest.
6. Backrest and leg rest can be adjusted to the angle that
you like.

Coin Massage chair(RK2669)
Basic Functions
1. four rollers massage machine in back, which can affect
rolling, kneading, tapping, and shiatsu and so on.
2. Comfortable air pressure in back, seat, leg parts.
3 leg extending function.
4. Chair can lie down and up easily through controller
operate.
5. Backrest and leg rest can be adjusted to the angle that
you like.
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Eye Massager (SHE-180)
Product Features
1. Vibration massaging.
2. Natural soothing music
(1 piano + 5 natural sound).
3. Magnets in the massager nodes

Eye Massager (SHE-310)
Product Features
1. Air pressure massaging.
2. Heating for relaxing.

Eye Massager (SHE-310)

Eye Massager (See4)

Product Features

Product Features

1. Air pressure massaging.
2. Vibration massaging.
3. Heating for relaxing.
4. Natural soothing music
(1 piano + 5 natural sound).

1. Improve eyesight and prevent myopia
2. Inhibit the progression of myopia
3. Completely release eye fatigue, rapid elimination of
dry eyes, eye swelling, computer eye;
4. Brain quickly relax, restore the relaxed vitality
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Head Massager (SHE-1168)
Product Features:
1. Intellectual air pressure massaging.
2. Multi rhythmic vibration massaging.
3. Heating.
4. Natural soothing music
(1 piano + 5 natural sound).

Head Massager (SHE-1180)
Product Features:
1. Intellectual air pressure massaging.
2. Multi rhythmic vibration massaging.
3. Heating.
4. Natural soothing music
(1 piano + 5 natural sound).

Eye & Head Massager (SHE-1260)
SHE-1260 Effects

Product Features:

1.Massage and relax brain.
2.Relieve head stress.
3.Improve sleep quality.
4.Relax tight muscles and nerves.
5.Relieve headache and dizziness.
6.Iimitate skilled masseuse to massage
major acupuncture points.
7.Release the blockage and allow energy flow freely
through the meridians to relieve fatigue on head.
8.Relax music and natural music input to help reduce
anxiety and stress.

1. Developed to massage special points on head and
eyes at the same time.
2. Cover a more complete massage area..
3. Adopting intellectual air pressure and microcomputer
chip control technique.
4. It helps to generate more oxygen to the brain, eyes and
dredge channels by kneading head and eyes.
5. Hot compressing on head and eyes vibration massaging.
6. Improving the blood circulation on brain and eyes,
thus alleviating the head and eyes pressure.
7. Mental and eyes fatigue while promoting metabolism
and maintaining brain health.
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Neck Massager (SHE-311)
General Features
1.

Kneading like real fingers (4modes):
Precisely knead the neck /neck vertebrae /shoulder
Provide soothing relief for neck stiffness and muscular soreness.
Promote the blood circulation of neck and shoulder.
2. Size adjustable Adjust the size to fit for your neck by the Knob
in the middle of device.
3. Built-in lithium battery Portable and environmental, massage
anywhere at any time without AC adaptor.

Shoulder Massager (RF-01NB)
Specifications

Neck & Shoulder Massager

1. Hand-like beating massage technique
1. Neck & Shoulder Massager
2. 20 massage functions and 10 levels of
2. Drumming rhythm massage
powerful beating rhythm.
techniques defeat all your aches
3. The shawl design that fit the body curve better
3. Hand-like beating massage
allows neck, back, waist, hips, thighs and other
parts to enjoy the full and accurate massage.
4. LED control panel
5. Designed to easily enjoy hands-free massage
6. Safe and reliable.
7. Automatic / Manual
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Foot / Leg Massager (SHE-8700)
SPECIFICATIONS
1. The rollers stimulate the vital reflex points on the soles of the feet and
acupressure points on the calves, achieving therapeutic reflexology.
2. Simultaneous squeezing and rolling actions penetrate deeply into the
different layers of muscles , leaving you rejuvenated and relaxed.
3. Stimulates blood circulation.
4. Soothes, relieves and energises sore and wearing feet and calves.
5. Relieves tension and reduces stress.
6. Helps muscles recover from tension and fatigue more quickly after
exercise by reducing lactic acid build
7. Kneading disc
8. With a distinctive soft touch knead disc caress like the trained hands
of a masseuse.
9. Applying variable pressure, air massage creates a soothing sensation.
10. Adjustable intensity gently kneads away fatigue, improves your
circulation and eliminates toxins.
11. Deep compressive massage relieves you from muscle ache and
restores agiligy to leave you positively relaxed and rejuvenated

Hand Massager(Spalm 520)
Product Features:
1. Intellectual air pressure massaging
2. Multi rhythmic vibration massaging
3. Heating
4. Accupoint hand massager
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